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As the top Law Graduate at Universitas Sriwijaya, Salsabila wants to 
become a law enforcement figure who ensures Indonesia’s legal field is 
professional and fair and guarantees equality and the fulfillment of 
human rights. Salsabila aims to contribute and actively participate in 
Indonesia’s social development initiatives by establishing optimal 
diplomatic relations and cooperation between Indonesia and EU nations 
and acting as the strategic bridge to accommodate creative ideas 
amongst Indonesia’s youths. 

Throughout her journey as a law student, she has grabbed numerous 
achievements, such as being named the Ambassador of the LAPOR! 
(People Aspiration and Complaint Online Service) platform by the Ministry 
of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform, 2nd Place Winner in the 
National Law Students Debate Competition at Syarif Hidayatullah State 
Islamic University Jakarta, named the Most Outstanding Student by the 
Faculty of Law at Sriwijaya University and chosen as the Indonesian 
Representative at the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD) YSI Summer School 2023 on Globalisation and 
Development Strategies. In addition to her achievements, Salsabila is 
also the Local Ambassador of Y20 Indonesia 2022 as a consultation 
forum for youth in G20 countries. 

By joining the Youth Sounding Board (YSB) programme, she aims to 
absorb as many valuable insights as possible, build international 
networks, and facilitate youths’ creative ideas that align with the 
Indonesia-European Union cooperation objectives. With her expertise and 
established network in the legal field, Salsabila aims to disseminate the 
outputs of her involvement in YSB through social media tools to educate 
the public to have a more concrete understanding of the strategic steps 
necessary to improve the welfare of Indonesians.
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Occupation: 

Bachelor of Law Graduate at 
Universitas Sriwijaya

Part-timer, freelance, activist 

Currently active in the 
following organisations: 

 Asian Law Students’ Association 
(ALSA) 

 Language Ambassador of South 
Sumatera Association
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